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Pandemic Dwelling Home
Hafsa Ahmed

Coronavirus out break has had a huge impact on the 
overall society, it has effected the housing situation 
to a great extent, individuals are complaining about 
not having Privacy or Space for entertainment/study. 
In order to achieve this we have created a family 
friendly home where every individual can easily get 
their share of privacy within the house. The concept 
behind this design was to give people what they are 
looking for by adding some modernistic aesthetics 
within the house to make it feel like a forever home. 
The layout is designed in a way that it would be a 
house every individual dreams about because on the 
East side both Ground Floor and Basement has a 
closed off study area and then on the West side of the 
house is where it is all open throughout for families 
to spend some quality time when needed. Lastly, this 
house looks out to Peaceful views and provides a big 
backyard for evening walks. 
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ABOVE: Exploded Perspective 3D view showig the main 
components and assebly of the house

     ABOVE: Interior Master Bedroom Render looking out to a Beautiful and 
Peaceful Mountain View showing the comfort of living in a Pandemic House.

ABOVE:  Winter Scene - South View Render

ABOVE: North East View looking out to a sunny forest and lake to show a Peaceful view for a Pandemic House

BELOW: Rainy Day Render - South East View looking out to a Peaceful Mountain View

      ABOVE: Ground Floor Plan illustrating different views  
 and spaces winthin the house and how they correspond                
with the exterior

1. Main Entry
2. Living Room

3.Powder Room
4. Kitchen & Dining

5. Study & Office

1. Metal Roof
2. Light Source

3. Concrete Panel 
4. Prodema Panels

5. Structure
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